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Op-Ed -Smart Meters Give Power Back to Consumers 

 
Modern technology has made it easier than ever for consumers to make savvy financial decisions.  
Comparison shopping online for everything from home electronics to mortgages, technology has given the 
consumer the power to decide how and where to spend their money. Why should energy consumption be 
any different?   
 
With the introduction and deployment of smart meters, customers can now monitor their energy use and 
make decisions that benefit their bottom line.  Most people want energy prices to remain affordable but the 
flip side to that is empowering consumers to take charge of their own usage.  A smart meter allows 
consumers to see in real time the impact that old bar fridge has on electricity bills and encourages people to 
switch it out to a newer, more efficient model or get rid of it all together.  
 
Without access to timely consumption information it is virtually impossible to make the kind of incremental 
changes that can really lower your electricity bills.  In addition to making small changes that can add up to big 
savings,  NB Power’s proposed “higher bill” alert system during the cold winter months will let consumers 
know when their consumption is getting costly and allow them the ability to adjust their usage and reduce 
their bills. 
 
Installing smart meters is only the beginning of unlocking consumer knowledge and power over their 
electricity usage.  There are a lot of devices and applications like internet-connected thermostats and smart 
light switches that can augment the savings provided by knowing how much energy you’re using. In 
jurisdictions with time of use pricing these savings can be even more significant.   
 
Smart meters will also help NB Power keep rates down on behalf of consumers by allowing it to operate 
more efficiently. Reductions in consumption will means savings in fuel costs and will also defer the costs of 
new generation requirements down the road.  In its submission to the New Brunswick Energy and Utilities 
Board, NB Power estimates it will save approximately $60 million just from eliminating manual meter 
readings, meter service calls and replacements.  Not to mention the $11.5 million it will gain from more 
accurate meter readings.  This will have a direct impact on consumers.  
 
Additionally, the data being fed to NB Power from individual smart meters will help NB Power identify power 
outages quickly so that power can be restored as soon as possible.  
 
Also deserving of mention is the benefit to the environment of installing smart meters.  Allowing NB Power to 
address service issues remotely will mean fewer service calls and vehicles on the road thereby reducing 
carbon emissions.  Reduced demand associated with consumers using energy more efficiently will also mean 
fewer emissions.   
 
While it may be feasible to receive some of the benefits of smart grid technologies through less costly meter 
upgrades like installing digital meters to replace older analog models it, it seems to me that this is only going 
half-way.  If NB Power is going to spend ratepayer money to upgrade aging meters, it makes sense to put 
smart meters in now and give the power to consumers to decide how and when to use energy for their 
homes and businesses. Smart meters will provide benefits to consumers and the environment.  Everyone will 
win. 
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